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Some people say that every creative process involves a certain amount of suffering. Writing a dissertation certainly does. This thesis was more than an academic project. It was a very personal project as well and as such it was both a privilege and a challenge. I’m very lucky that along the way I had so much support - practical, intellectual and emotional. I want to thank all the people who helped to make this research possible.

In the first place, I would like to thank those people in Nicaragua who shared their ideas, histories and personal experiences with me and contributed the most important building block of this research. I was debating with myself about listing their names or not. Considering the current political climate in Nicaragua, the criminalization of therapeutic abortion, and the recent persecution of feminist leaders and human rights defenders, I have decided for the time being to maintain the anonymity of my informants. I hope that in the future the environment will allow me to acknowledge them openly.

In the Netherlands, I’m deeply indebted to my supervisors. I was very lucky to have three very special supervisors. With their different disciplinary backgrounds - Jan Willem Duyvendak from sociology, Michiel Baud from history and Barbara Hogenboom from political sciences - they stimulated me to think in different directions and greatly enriched this research. I’m grateful to Barbara for her extremely useful feedback which not only improved significantly the quality of my chapters, but also helped me solve problems and get over writing blocks. I want to thank her for her amazing support over many years during both my PhD trajectory and my MA thesis. Without her, this thesis most probably would not have been written. I want to thank Jan Willem also for his excellent feedback; for many enormously inspiring discussions, and for pushing me to think beyond my immediate findings, interrogating them and reflecting upon their meanings and broader implications. I also would like to thank Michiel for very stimulating discussions on Latin American politics and for providing valuable feedback on my chapters throughout the years.

In Nicaragua this work benefited greatly from feedback sessions and many informal discussions with friends and colleagues who are feminists and social scientists (often both). I want to thank Goya Wilson, Helen Dixon, Camilo Antillón, Ana Victoria Portocarrero, Jessica Martínez, Mara Martínez, Javier Wilson, Lola Ocón, Almachiara D’Angelo, Margarita Quintanilla, Delphine Lacombe, and Cecilia Medal for their friendship and for lively discussions on feminism, politics and the women’s movement in Nicaragua. Goya commented on several chapters at critical stages. Las Primas was a wonderful informal group to talk about gender and
sexuality from a more personal perspective and also a lot of fun. From this group I want to mention particularly Helen Dixon, Amanda Centeno, Helen Shears and Mayra Sirias. I would like to thank Mercedes Fernández and Maritza Olives from the Interdisciplinary Gender Program (PIEG) of the Central American University in Managua for organizing three feedback sessions during different stages of my research and the people who participated in these sessions. Thanks to Maria Teresa Blandón from *Foro Sexualidad, Maternidad y Derechos* for organizing a feedback session with feminist activists. The Interecclesial Center for Social and Theological Studies (CIEETS) offered a space to conduct a group discussion with feminists from left wing churches. I’m also thankful to Henri Gooren whom I first met during my fieldwork in Nicaragua and who advanced my understanding of the complexity of evangelical movements. I thoroughly enjoyed our regular meetings in which we would exchange our fieldwork experiences. He also helped to put me in contact with some of the churches and offered valuable comments on the chapters on social conservatives. Similar gratitude is owed to theologians Michele Najlis and Maria Lopez Vigil for helping me understand feminist readings of Christianity. Many thanks go to Angela Rosa Acevedo, who enhanced my understanding of the women’s movement in the 1980s. On a very important practical level, Lola Castillo, Ivonne Batres and Isabel Mejia worked in different moments as research assistants and contributed to the collection of newspaper articles and the transcription of interviews.

Many organizations and institutions were helpful in providing information and documents. Among the organizations linked to the women’s movement I would like to thank AMNLAE, the library of the Women’s Network Against Violence, Grupo Venancia, Puntos de Encuentro, SI Mujer, the Women’s Collective 8th of March, the Women’s Collective Masaya, Ipas, Xochiquetzal, Nimahuatzin, Cepresi, and CINCO. I was also well attended at public institutions such as the library of the National Assembly, the Library of the Central Bank, the Instituto de Historia de Nicaragua (IHN/UCA), the Ministry of Health and the Ministry of Education. Also the social conservative organizations I visited were very helpful and I would like to thank in particular ANPROVIDA, ANIMU, the Evangelical Alliance, The Assemblies of God, The Church of the Word, Hossana, and the Catholic Church. I also thank the professional organizations Nicaraguan Society of Gynecologists and Obstetricians and the Nicaraguan Medical Association.

The Amsterdam School for Social Science Research (today Amsterdam Institute for Social Science Research) funded my PhD offering me the privilege to conduct independent research. The ASSR also offered a collegial working environment. The support and administrative staff at the ASSR were congenial and responsive. I would like to thank particularly Teun Bijvoet, Hermance Metrop, José Komen, Anneke Dammers, Miriam May, Linda Atjak and Thamar Zijlstra. From the Faculty of Social and Behavioral Sciences of the UvA I would like to thank Erna de Boer and Muriël Kiesel, particularly with the support in preparing the defense. Danny van
der Poel from the Personnel Department of the UvA was a great support in all administrative issues.

When I first started at the ASSR a number of ‘older’ colleagues welcomed me and made me feel at home. They integrated me into the different discussion and reading groups, facilitated literature, offered me advice and invited me to take part of their social activities. Among these I would like to mention especially: Rachel Spronk, Christian Bröer, Shifra Kisch, Esther Peperkamp, Miriam Aouragh, Yatoun Sastramidjaja, Irfan Ahmad, Naures Atto, Imrat Verhoeven, Francio Guadaloupe, and Annouk de Koning. Other colleagues who made the time at the ASSR more enjoyable were Victor Toom, Christian Scholl, Rüya Kocer, Jasper Blom, Ward Bereschot, Deasy Simandjuntak, Tjerk Jan Schuitmaker, Gerben Korthouwer, Justus Uitermark, Eelke Heemskerk, Heidi Sauls, Najib Azca, Marie Lindegaard, Marieke van Eijk, Nynke Wiekenkamp, Nazima Kadir and Rogier van Reekum. It was nice sharing office in different moments with Brigitte Benzen, Graeme Reid, Barak Kalir, Erika van de Sijpt and Marten Boekelo. I thank Marieke van Eijk and Marloes Wevers who both taught me a lot about teaching.

Some colleagues became dear friends. My deepest gratitude goes to Malini Sur, Katharina Paul, Ana Miskova, Maria Elena Planas, Maria Fernanda Olarte and Andrew Gebhardt for being such great colleagues and friends, for helping me organize my ideas, commenting on my chapters and encouraging me. Malini was a great support particularly in the latter stage of the research, being an important interlocutor and giving excellent feedback on the introduction and conclusions.

There were many discussion and reading groups that emerged (and unfortunately also sometimes disappeared) during my PhD trajectory. My thanks go to the participants of the Sociology PhD Club; the Social Movements Reading Group; the Reading Group in Discourse Analysis; The Body, Gender and Sexuality Discussion Group and the Research Cluster Health, Care and the Body, that agglutinates mainly the medical anthropologists. Among them I would like to mention Anita Hardon, Sjaak van de Geest, Ria Reis, Stuart Blume, Trudy Gerrits and Alex Edmond.

The Center for Latin American Research and Documentation (CEDLA) offered me a place to finish my dissertation once my contract with the ASSR was over. This provided nice closure since I also started this project at CEDLA. I’m thankful for the institutional support, and for the positive work environment that I encountered at CEDLA. I want to thank Michiel and Barbara for making it possible and Jolanda van den Boom from the secretariat for her support in all practical issues. I also enjoyed very much teaching together with Annelou Ypeij. Among the Latin Americanists with whom I shared enjoyable moments of discussion and leisure, I would also like to mention Elisabeth Rasch, Azusa Miyashita, José Carlos Aguiar, Lisbeily Dominguez, and Saskia van Drunen.

Along the way I met a number of scholars in seminars, courses or conferences or on an individual basis who made valuable contributions to this research:
Peter Geschiere, who helped me think about “pro-life” activism as a “modern” phenomenon, Anette Freyberg Inan who offered great input and feedback on my research protocol, Selma Leydersdorff who was of much help in developing my methodology and preparing my fieldwork, James Jasper who commented on the research protocol during a social movement seminar, and Ron Eyerman who facilitated a short intensive course on social movements in which we had the opportunity to discuss our research projects extensively. Karen Kampwirth provided invaluable feedback on several of my chapters and has been a source of inspiration and an important interlocutor. Professors Myra Ferree and Verta Taylor also offered fantastic feedback on my historical chapter of the women’s movement during a Master Class on Social Movements. Myra Ferree inspired my thoughts on feminist movements and intersectionality. Mustafa Emirbayer was significant in the consolidation of the relational perspective present in this research during a short intensive course on relational sociology. Philomena Essed and Susan Brownhill offered valuable comments on my chapter on “pro-life discourses” during a seminar on Gender, Race and Class. Other scholars with whom I had stimulating discussions and conversations are Gert Hekma, Saskia Wieringa, Amade M’Charek, Bart van Heerikhuizen, Lorraine Nencel, Rosanne Rutten, Annemarie Mol and Elisabeth Roberts. I would also like to mention Pamela Pattynama who was my co-supervisor during my MA thesis from which this work also draws. Bart van Heerikhuizen and Amade M’Charek were a pleasure to work with when I had the opportunity to teach with them.

During my undergraduate studies at the UCA in Nicaragua Lorenzo Romeo, Erwin Silva and Freddy Quezada were important in forging my interest and enthusiasm for political philosophy and sociological theory.

Towards the end of my PhD trajectory I worked for a few months at the international women’s fund Mama Cash. I’m grateful for the very special work environment that I encountered there, the stimulating discussions and the opportunity it gave me to reflect upon the practical implications of my research.

I would like to thank Drukkerij Mostert en Van Onderen for their support and patience in organizing the printing process of the thesis. Olga Soouden did a great job with the English language editing. Gé Meeulmeester and Adine Versluis labored carefully over the Dutch translation and Camilo Antillón helped with the Spanish translation of the Summary.

I also would like to thank my new colleagues from the International Institute of Social Studies in the Hague, who have welcomed me in such an open and congenial way.

Friends outside the ASSR were also vital to keeping me going. I would like to thank particularly Gé, Miranda, Eeltje, Ruben, Victor, Javier, Alfredo, Roland, Camilo, Ana Victoria, Goya, Dana, Marike and Lola for their friendship throughout the years. Goya, Gé, and Marike have been important interlocutors in discussions about politics, feminism and gender and sexual politics. I want to thank my friend
Roland from Nicaragua for the many talks on politics and meditation, and the “illusion of self”, and my good old friend from Germany, Myriam.

I am beholden to my parents and siblings who were of great support and comfort throughout these years. My parents followed my research with much interest, commenting on chapters and engaging in discussions with me which were both thought provoking and helpful.

As an expression of my love and my gratitude, I want to dedicate this book to my partner Ellen Mitchell. Ellen supported me in every possible way. She commented on every single chapter of this thesis. She listened when I was stuck, comforted me, and helped me to clarify my points. At times, she challenged my arguments and my writing style, nudging me to strengthen them and be clearer. She helped me to laugh about myself and encouraged me to say what I wanted to say. But most importantly she gave me the love and energy that spurred me to move forward and that fill my life with joy.